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Abstract
Finger vein is one of the most fitting biometric for identifying individuals. In
this paper a new method for finger vein recognition is proposed. First the veins are
extracted from finger vein images by using entropy based thresholding. In finger
vein images the veins are appeared as dark lines. The method extracts veins as well,
but the images are noisy, that means in addition to the veins they have some short
and long lines. Then radon transformation are applied to segmented images. The
Radon transform is not sensitive to the noise in the images due to its integral nature,
so in comparison with other methods is more resistant to noise. For extracting
dominant features from finger vein images, common spatial patterns (CSP) is
applied to the blocks of radon transformation. Finally the data classified by using
nearest neighbor (1-NN) and multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network. The
research was performed on the Peking University finger vein dataset. Experimental
results show that 1-NN using CSP, with detecting rate 99.6753%, against MLP is
most appropriate for finger vein recognition.
Keywords: Finger Vein Recognition, Local Entropy Thresholding, Radon Transform,
Common Spatial Patterns(CSP), 1-Nearest Neighbour(1-NN) Classifier,
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Neural Network

1. Introduction
Biometric identifiers are unique to individual. Several types of biometric identification
system exist , such as fingerprint, face, voice, iris, hand vein and etc. These Biometric
techniques mentioned in certain circumstances have some limitations [1]. But finger
vein is a suitable biometric. Every finger has a unique pattern of veins that can be used
to identify individuals. In addition, vein recognition technology has the following
features [1,3]. 1.Noncontact, 2.Identification of living body, 3.High security and
4.Small device size. These favorable properties caused the vein recognition to be a very
reliable method of identification.
Finger vein recognition process includes four steps:1.Image acquisition 2.Image
processing 3.Feature extraction and 4. Matching [1,2]. In the first step, infrared light is
emitted to skin. By this work the situation of veins that are located under the skin is
achieved. Preprocessing step contains image enhancement, noise removal and
normalization [1,2]. Segmentation is a vital step and some methods are used for this
purpose [1,2]. Miura et al. [4] extract finger vein pattern by using repeated line tracking
algorithm, which starts from a different position. Minutiea features are extracted from
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the vein patterns in [5]. Minutiea points consist of ending and bifurcation points, which
are used to display geometrical shape of patterns. In [6] authors have proposed mean
curvature method that by considering vein image as a geometric shape, finds valley-like
structures with negative mean curvatures. finger vein patterns in [7] are extracted by
combining two segmentation methods, including morphological operators and
maximum curvature points of the profile of the image. In [8] a wide line detector is used
for extracting features, that in addition to obtain detailed information for veins,
information about extracted features from low-quality images is increased. In [9]
authors use a 2-D Gabor filter to filter the original finger vein image, then the phase and
direction texture features are extracted and coded. Then modified Hamming distance is
used for measuring the similarity.
In this paper, we used local entropy thresholding for image segmentation. This method
has a good performance in vein extraction, but the segmented images are noisy. This
means that in addition to the veins that appear as dark lines, number of short and long
lines are in the segmented images. Then we applied Radon Transform on the segmented
images. Radon transform due to the integral nature resistance to noise. This
transformation is used for images that have important lines. It transforms images which
include lines into a space and contain lines characteristics. With this transformation, we
don’t need to extract lines from images accurately, hence recognition accuracy and
speed are increased. For extracting features of finger vein images, common spatial
pattern (CSP) is applied on the blocks of radon transformation. CSP bacically are used
to extract features from EEG signals, but because of different color components of the
color image (radon image) are similar to different channels in EEG signals, in this paper
we used CSP to extract fearures from RGB images. Finally we used multilayer
perceptron (MLP) neural network and the nearest neighbor (1-NN) method to classify
data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Segmentation will be introduced in
Section 2. Radon Transformation will be explained in section 3. Feature extraction by
CSP is explained in section 4. The proposed method will be described in Section 5.
Experimental results are demonstrated in Section 6 to verify the validity of the proposed
method. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
2. Segmentation
After noise reduction and contrast improving, segmentation leads to separate the vein
patterns from background. In fact, the vein patterns are located and separated from the
rest of the image. Segmentation is an important step in the recognition process and there
are some methods for this purpose. In this study we used local entropy thresholding for
image segmentation.
2. 1. Local entropy thresholding
Thresholding became an effective tool for image segmentation. There are several
methods for thresholding, one of them is local entropy thresholding. The entropy based
thresholding that use gray level co-occurrence matrix is employed[12]. Due intensities
of an image pixel are not independent of each other, it takes into account the spatial
distribution of gray levels [12]. Chiefly we implement a local entropy thresholding
technique, described in [14]. The co-occurrence matrix of the image F is an P*Q
dimensional matrix(denoted by T = [t ]P*Q) [10]. Elements of co-occurrence matrix
ij
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are specified by the numbers of transitions between all pairs of grey levels in a specified
way [12]. Various definitions of co-occurrence matrix depending upon the ways in
which the gray level i follows gray level j, are possible [12]. A widly used cooccurrence matrix is an asymmetric matrix which only considers the gray level
transitions between two adjacent pixels [13]. By considering horizontally right and
vertically lower transitions the co-occurrence matrix is presented as:
Q

P

t

= ∑∑ δ

ij

(1)

i =1 k =1

f(l,k)=i and f(l,k+1)=j

δ = 1 if 
or
f(l,k)=i and f(l+1,k)=j


(2)

δ = 0 otherwise

A desired transition probability from gray level i to gray level j (denoted by p ) can be
defined as:
ij

p

ij

=

t
∑∑t

(3)

ij

i

ij

j

If s, 0 ≤s ≤L-1, is a threshold then s can partition the co-occurrence matrix into 4
quadrants, namely A, B, C, and D [12] (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Quadrants of co-occurrence matrix [14].

By considering only quadrants A and C local entropic threshold is given by [12].
S

S

P

A

= ∑∑ p

P

C

=

i =0 j =0

L −1

(4)
ij

L −1

∑∑p

i =s +1 j =s +1

(5)
ij

The normalized probabilities of the background class and object class are presented as
[12]:

t
p
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P
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for 0 ≤ i ≤ s, 0 ≤ j ≤ s

ij
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, for s+1 ≤ i ≤ L − 1, s+1 ≤ j ≤ L − 1

ij
L −1

i = s +1 j =s +1
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ij

The second-order entropy of the object given by [12]:
(2)

H

A

(S ) = −

1 S S
A
A
∑∑ log 2P ij
2 i =0 j =0 P ij

(8)

Similarly, the second-order entropy of the background can be defined as[12]:

H

(2)
C

(S ) = −

1 L −1 L −1
C
C
∑ ∑ log 2P ij
2 i =s +1 j =s +1 P ij

(9)

By summing up the local entropies of the object and the background, the second-order
local entropy can be obtained by [13]:

H

(2)
T

(S ) = H

(2)
A

(S ) + H

(2)
C

(10)

(S )

( )
( ) gives the optimal threshold
The gray level corresponding to the maximum of
for object-background classification [12] and can be written as:

T

E

= arg  max T =0...L −1H


(2)
T

(11)

(S ) 


Figure2 shows two finger vein image that finger vein patterns are extracted by using
local entropy thresholding. As we can see the veins are extracted as well, but the
segmented images are some noisy. That means in addition to the veins that appeared as
dark lines, they have some short and long lines. Radon transform due to the integral
nature is not sensitive to noise ratio and high resistance against noise, so we have used
this transform. We applied radon transform to the segmented images.

1.

(a) (b)

2.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Segmentation, 1(a) , 2(a) finger vein images and 1(b) , 2(b) local entropy thresholding

3. Radon transformation
The radon transform is a mathematical technique [15]. Radon transform is able to
transform two dimensional images with lines into a domain that contains parameters of
these lines. That means each line in the image will give a peak positioned at the
corresponding line parameters [16,17]. The Radon transform by integrating the intensity
of the image in all possible orientations is very useful in detecting and locating lines in
the image [18]. A 2-D discrete Radon transform called Hough transform [15]. The
radon transform can be presented as:
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∞ ∞

∫ ∫ f(x,y)δ (xcosθ + y sin θ − r )dxdy

(12)

−∞ −∞

Where δ is the dirac delta function, θ is the orientation and r is perpendicular distance
of a line from [16,19]. Rotation, , scaling, linearity skewing are the properties of radon
transform [16]. These characteristics simultaneously with their ability to detect lines in
an environment with high noise levels, are main motivation for its selection as a tool for
image analysis. Figure 3 shows the result of applying the radon transform on two
different images corresponding to two different persons.
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Figure 3: a) finger vein image of two subjects and Radon transformation of them with having θ=0-180
and the same r per each θ

4. Feature extraction
One of the most successful methods for identifying brain patterns, using common
spatial patterns (CSP) by Mueller - Grkyng is planned [20]. A useful method for feature
extraction of EEG signals is CSP. To record EEG signals from the people's brain several
electrodes are placed on the head of people and the final signal is obtained by
combining signals from all the electrodes. CSP use different properties of each of these
channels and extract appropriate feature from combined signal. Similar to EEG signals
the images that are taken to radon transform have three main components R, G and B.
So we can use common spatial patterns (CSP) for extract features from this color
images. First, the images are divided into equal sized windows. Then the CSP feature
extraction method applied on each window, and the feature vectors are extracted from
each window. Then we put the feature vectors of all windows together to form the final
feature vector.
4. 1. Feature extraction by CSP
First CSP was designed with only two classes of brain patterns recorded by EEG [21].
J.Muller-Gerking proposed multi class extension of CSP, which is based on pairwise
classification. As follow, we present multi CSP algorithm.
4. 1.1. The method

CSP without loss of generality can be expanded into several classes. We used this
method to classify data in 154 classes. First we change each image into a vector with
one row. Consider several subjects that are shown as matrixes Xi, which i represent the
class number. Each class size is N × K, where K is number of samples in image matrix
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and N is the number of color components that is three. Auto-covariance matrixes for
each subject are computed as:
K

R(i ) = ∑ ( xk(i ) −
k =1

1 K (i )
∑ xk )
k k =1

(13)

(i )

Where xk is a N-dimensional vector at time k. the index of classes is shown by i that is
changed from 1 to 154. t is transpose operator. Normalized covariance matrix are given
by:
Ri =

1 l
R(i ) R '(i )
∑
l i =1 trace( R(i ) R '(i ) )

(14)

Where normalized covariance matrix is shown by R, and l indicates the numbers of
images per subject. Trace(x) is sum of the diagonal elements of x. The composite
covariance matrix is computed as follow:
n

R = ∑ Ri

(15)

i =1

That n is number of subjects. Then eigenvalues and eigenvectors should be extracted
from matrix R:
R = U 0 ΛU 0T

(16)

Eigenvalue and eigenvector matrix of R are ᴧ and U0 respectively. The whitening
matrix can be defined as:
−

1

W = Λ 2U 0t

(17)

For extracting common spatial patterns of condition we have:
R'a = ∑i ≠a Ri

(18)

Then evaluate the transformed covariance matrixes Sa and Sa’ respectively, for each
class a:
Sa = WRaW T , S 'a = WR'aW T

(19)

It is evident that sum of corresponding eigenvalues of these matrixes will be one and Sa
and S’a share common eigenvectors. So Sa and S’a can be decomposition as:
Sa = U Λ aU T

S 'a = U Λ 'a U

(20)
T

(21)

And following clause is true:
Λ a + Λ 'a = I

(22)

Sort the eigenvectors U in respect of the eigenvalues Λa, in descending order (Or in
ascending order in respect of Λa’), then the projection matrix is given by:
SFa = UW

(23)
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Spatial filter of a condition is SF. class “a” will be yield the maximum variance and
class “ a’ ” will be yield the minimum variance, by projecting class “a” and “ a’ ” onto
the first Eigenvector U1. Against we will have reverse results, by projecting them into
the last Eigenvector U1. i.e. class “a” will be yield minimum variance.
So, we get the mapping of each finger vein image of subject “a” as follow:
Za = SFa Xa

(24)

By choosing a few Eigenvectors, Um=(U1,…Um,UN-m+1,…,UN), where m is
low(m<<N), the projection matrix is defined as:
SFas = U mW

(25)

The final projection matrix is given by:
Zas = SFas Xa

(26)

After calculating Z, for i=1,…,154, suitable features should be extracted from Z. So in
last step, calculate the logarithm transformed, normalized variance of Z:

var( Z pik )

f i = log( 2 m
k

∑ var( Z
p =1

p

)

(27)

)

i
Rows of fk are extracted features related to subject ith. The number of extracted
features is equal to the number of selected eigenvectors (m).

5. The proposed method
In this paper a new method of finger vein recognition was proposed, in which the local
entropy thresholding is used for extracting finger veins. Also CSP have been used to
extract features from finger vein images. Block diagram of the proposed method is
shown in Figure 4.
Finger
vein image

Extracting veins by local
entropy thresholding

Feature extraction by CSP

Applying Radon
transformation to images

Resizing images into 50*50
and partitioning it

Classification using 1-NN
& MLP

Figure 4: The block diagram of proposed method

Segmentation is an important step in the recognition process. In this study we used local
entropy thresholding for this purpose. With this method the veins are extracted as well,
but a number of short and long lines that do not belong to veins also extracted and the
resulting images are noisy. Radon transform does not require to extract lines exactly and
thus increases the accuracy and speed of detection, thus we use this transformation to
convert images into Radon space. To extract features from radon images, the images
will be resized into the image with size 50 * 50. Radon images are color images that
37
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have three color components. Then Radon image with size 3*50 * 50 (where 3 is the
number of color components) are converted into 3*2500 vectors. Now by having a
vector 3*2500 is representative of each radon image, we can extract features. To extract
features from the vector, the components of R and G and B are separated from it.
Because the dimension of vectors is too big for CSP, to extract features with CSP, these
Vectors are divided into 20 equal-sized windows. Thus, the windows dimensions are
125 (2500/20). Then by applying CSP on each window individually, suitable features
are extracted from each window. Then the feature vectors extracted from these windows
put together and make the final feature vector. Finally, we use a MLP neural network
and the nearest neighbor (1-NN) method to classify the data, and compare their
performance with each other.
6. Experimental results
6. 1. Dataset
The experiments have been performed on the PKU(V4) Finger Vein Dataset, which
was collected by Peking University [22]. The number of subjects was 200 and finger
vein images were obtained from eight fingers of each subject. 46 files are appended a
suffix of ignore, which indicates that this sample is not in good quality, marked by
human examinant. Then we used images of only 154 subject. 75% of data were used for
training system and 25% of it used for testing it. Therefore, the database contains 1232
finger vein images made up of 512×384 pixels. Some examples of finger vein images
are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Some example of finger vein images

We tested our proposed method for each classifier on a different number of classes such
as: 10, 50, 100 and 154 classes. To evaluate the proposed method we used True Positive
measure, that is obtained by dividing the number of corrected classified data on the total
number of data.
6. 2. MLP classifier
As the matching alghorithm we used a three-layer MLP neural network. For this
network, we consider the number of nodes in the middle of layer seven. The number of
nodes in the output layer for the 154 class is eight, in order to the 154 class can be
encoded in binary form. Number of nodes in the output layer for 10, 50 and 100 classes
respectively are 4,6 and 7. After extracting appropriate features and making the final
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feature vector, we take it as on input to the neural network. The number of nodes in the
input layer is equal to the length of the feature vector. For MLP classifier by assuming
that the network error is MSE, the success rate of the network is obtained from ((1MSE)*100%).
6. 3. 1-NN classifier
As another method of classification, we used 1-NN classifier. In this method to
measure the distance from the test data of training data we used the Manhattan distance.
6. 4. A comparision between MLP and 1-NN classifiers
In this section, a comparison between MLP and 1-NN classifiers in terms of
classification accuracy and time spent is done. About the classification accuracy it is
shown that the 1-NN method can do Better and have more accurate classification than
MLP. The comparison between the classification accuracy of two classifiers for CSP
feature has been shown in Figure 6.
As you can see in the Figure 6, MLP only for 10 classes is good and obtained the
success rate of 95.6612%. However, by increasing the number of classes a success rate
using MLP (CSPMLP method) is strongly discouraged. While by using 1-NN as
classifier (CSP1-NN method) good performance has achieved and the success rate for
different number of classes is high. So that for the 50 and 100 Classes the success rate is
100% and for the 154 class the success rate of 99.6753% is obtained. Also a comparison
between the time spent of two classifiers is done in Figure 7. As we can see the
performance of two classifiers in terms of time consumption are close together. But the
success rate by using these two classifiers are very different.
Comparing TP of Different classifiers in CSP Method
100
1-NN
MLP

80
60
40

TP

20
0
-20
-40
-60
-80
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20
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100
Number of Classes

120

140

160

Figure 6: Comparison of classifier performance in terms of success rate
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Comparing Time of Different classifiers in CSP Method
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Figure 7: Comparison of classifier performance in terms of time consumption

Overall, the results (Table 1) show that the proposed method CSP1-NN in comparison
with CSPMLP and other methods in the literature, in terms of high identification rate is
very good. This method can identify individuals via finger vein images with a high
success rate (99.6753%) in a short time (162.67491 seconds, about 2 minutes).
Table 1. Comparison of classifier performance in CSP method.
Number of
classes
10
50
100
154

CSP1-NN method
Success
Time(s)
Rate(TP)(%)
90
7.66
100
53.85
100
80.83
99.6753
134.13

CSPMLP method
Network
Time(s)
Performance
95.6612
11.09
29.2712
66.52
-48.5461
103.15
-64.2792
162.67

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new method for finger vein recognition. First we extracted
Vein patterns by using local entropy thresholding. The method extracts veins as well,
but the segmented images are noisy. The Radon transform due to the integral nature is
more resistant to noise, therefore we applied this transformation on the segmented
images. Then we used CSP to extract suitable features from radon images. Radon
images are color images that contain three components R, G and B. Because colored
components in RGB images are similar to several channels in EEG, CSP has been used
to extract features form RGB images. In the proposed method radon images are resized
into 50*50 images. Then this matrix 3*50*50 convert into one vector with size 3*2500.
Due to the high dimension of these vectors for CSP, we divide it into 20 equal-sized
windows. Then by applying CSP on each of these windows separately, we extract the
feature vector of each window. Then the feature vectors of all windows were putting
together to form the final feature vector. Finally the data were classified using 1-NN and
MLP classifier. Experimental results show that the proposed method CSP1-NN (using
1-NN as classifying) has good performance in recognizing individuals based on the
finger vein images and in a short time achieves a success rate of 99.6753%.
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